“FAST TRACK” COMPUTERS

To speed up the processing of computer purchases we are starting a “FAST TRACK” computer requisitioning process.

We have selected three versions of a Dell Desktop OPTIPLEX 7070 for your consideration. There is a Good (A), Better (B) and Best (C) configuration, which should satisfy most of your computing needs.

These configurations have already gone through the mini-bid process and the pricing is valid until May 31, 2020. If you chose one of these options, you will save 5 to 10 business days on your purchase.

If any of these three configurations satisfy your needs – the Procurement Office will guarantee a purchase order is issued within 48 hours of the requisition arriving in the buyer’s queue in Wolfmart!

How to Place a FAST TRACK order:
Please submit a non-catalog item requisition to Dell with the part number “210-ASEG”, the corresponding quote number and the price. We will attach the relevant document and issue the PO within 48 hours of receipt. You will not need to include an e-quote for these configurations.

*Please note that you may still configure your specific requirements as before but that process requires the e-quote and we must still perform the Mini-bid RFQ process through the NY State contract. Purchase orders will take up to 10 business days. The choice is yours!

Three FAST TRACK Dell computer configurations:

Configuration A: ***GOOD***
Dell OptiPlex 7070 210-ASEG per Dell quote 3000054659886.1
Good for general office work
i5-9500 Processor - 8GB Memory - 256GB Solid State Drive (Hard Drive)
Price: $851.76

Configuration B – ***BETTER***
Dell OptiPlex 7070 210-ASEG per Dell quote 3000054659886.2
If you need increased memory
i5-9500 Processor - 16GB Memory - 256GB Solid State Drive (Hard Drive)
Price: $932.34

Configuration C – ***BEST***
Dell OptiPlex 7070 210-ASEG per Dell quote 3000054660425.1
If you need an increased processor, memory & hard drive
i7-8700 Processor - 32GB Memory - 512GB Solid State Drive (Hard Drive)
Price: $1,187.29